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Rhythmic behaviors of molecular components of the cell represent a fascinating aspect of biology 
because they imply complex feedback regulations[1,2]. Biological oscillatory phenomena have 
been observed over a very large range of time periods, extending from fractions of a second to 
years. The involvement of oscillations in gene expression has been characterized more recently, 
with the finding that circadian rhythms rely upon negative autoregulatory feedback giving rise to 
periodic gene expression[3]. Oscillations that involve the  negative regulation of transcription 
have also been described for P53[4], NFκB[5], and somite formation during development[6].  

In a recent study published in Journal of Cell Biology, we described a new class of 
oscillatory behavior for transcriptional regulators, namely, the rapid nucleocytoplasmic shuttling 
of two transactivators of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Msn2 and Msn4, which mediate a 
general stress response. 

In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a large set of genes is induced either by nutritional limitations 
or upon various environmental stresses such as heat, oxidative, osmotic or even ethanol 
shock[7 ,8 ,9]. Such an induction complements the more specific responses elicited by the 
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different environmental changes[10]. This phenomenon, described as the general stress response, 
is generally transient, with an intensity and duration that depend upon the strength of the 
stress[8]. The two related transcriptional activators Msn2 and Msn4 mediate these effects through 
stress response elements in the promoters of regulated genes[11,12]. In response to stress, Msn2 
and Msn4 migrate from the cytoplasm to the nucleus[13]. Both of them contain a nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) and possibly also nuclear export signal(s) (NES)[14]. The cAMP-PKA 
signaling pathway, which is functional during growth, controls negatively Msn2 and Msn4[7,15 ] 
and prevents their nuclear localization by acting both upon import and export[14]. How the 
different stress signals are transmitted to these factors is not yet fully elucidated. Nevertheless, it 
is known that their activation correlates with hyperphosphorylation[16]. The NLS appears to be 
negatively controlled by the PKA, but other protein kinases are also involved, since in the 
absence of PKA, Msn2 and Msn4 are hyperphosphorylated and fully active in transcription. 

While searching for determination of the kinetic parameters of nuclear migration in response 
to stress we found, using time-lapse microscopy and and Msn2 fused to the green fluorescent 
protein (GFP) [13], that such a migration was induced even without applying external stress. 
Migration to the nucleus was prevented when using much weaker illumination. Thus, the light 
emitted by the fluorescence microscope was sufficient to be sensed as a stress by the cell. This 
first result, of particular importance to cell biologists, indicates that the microscopic observation 
of GFP-containing cells might induce stress-related modifications within the observed cells. The 
second and more surprising observation was the repetitive shuttling of the overall Msn2-GFP 
molecular population back and forth between cytoplasm and nucleus. The periodicity of this 
oscillatory nucleocytoplasmic shuttling was in the range of 4 to 6 min and differed from cell to 
cell. This behavior was also induced by different stresses such as oxidative, osmotic, and ethanol 
shock.  

Such a rapid oscillatory shuttling is hardly compatible with a control at the level of 
expression of a regulatory element, as found for periodic transcription mediated by PER (period) 
and TIM (timeless) proteinsin circadian rhythms [17], P53 and mdm2[4], or NFκB and its 
inhibitor[5]. Indeed, we showed that the oscillatory nucleocytoplasmic shuttling continues when 
cycloheximide, an inhibitor of protein synthesis, is added to the cells, and even when the DNA 
binding domain of Msn2 is removed. Therefore, this phenomenon inaugurates a new class of 
oscillatory mechanism for a transcriptional activator. Among the putative effectors, the role of the 
cAMP-PKA pathway was investigated. As previously described, high cAMP levels in a 
phosphodiesterase mutant prevent nuclear migration, while the absence of the catalytic subunits 
of PKA results in permanently sending Msn2-GFP in the nucleus. Interestingly, Msn4-GFP, 
which also oscillates in response to light and stress, was still oscillating in a mutant defective of 
PKA, thus showing either a differential sensitivity to cAMP and stress or a different control for 
nuclear localization. 

The cyclical switching between a cytoplasmic and a nuclear localization of Msn2 can be 
explained either by the coupling to an external oscillatory process of its transport into and out of 
the nucleus, or by an autoregulatory loop controlling the subcellular localization of the 
transcription factor. A plausible model for an autoregulatory loop is proposed in this paper. To 
provide a delay which could strengthen the nonlinearity required to produce oscillations in the 
cycling between cytoplasm and nucleus we propose the existence of a feed-forward loop 
composed of a double switch. This switch could be composed of protein kinases and 
phosphatases acting in a phosphorylation-dephosphorylation cascade that would promote the 
resetting of the transactivator cycle. Such a putative model can account for the observations and 
provides a framework for comprehending the conditions of occurrence of the periodic 
phenomenon. In particular the model predicts that oscillations should occur only within a given 
range of stress and cellular sensitivity.  

The description of this unpredicted behavior of transcriptional activators highlights a novel 
facet of transcriptional regulation. By a rapid shuttling between cytoplasm and nucleus the 
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transactivators could sense the state of the cell and permit a fast adaptation to environmental 
stimuli. It shows that the dynamics of molecular processes can be integrated in a more complex 
fashion than previously thought. It also provides an example for the emergence of integrated 
functions in the cell which cannot simply be predicted by the properties of the individual 
components. The results emphasize the interest of developing in vivo time-resolved imaging of 
cellular components. Finally, this study illustrates how computational cell biology can be used to 
throw light on the origin of complex dynamic behavior at the cellular level. Along the 
experimental approach, models and numerical simulations are playing an increasingly important 
role in molecular and cell biology. 
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